Your Intuition at Play
Spiritual Training Program
Your Spiritual Abilities
In this psychic foundation course, you will learn to recognize your intuitive psychic abilities.
This is the first step in being able to play with these abilities in a way that can serve you in your everyday life.
We are all born with spiritual abilities, but are not necessarily
taught to recognize them, or how use them. This course
covers the basic spiritual tools used in our clairvoyant
program and advanced spiritual training programs.
You will learn to Meditate the psychic way
Each class will help you learn the basics of your clairvoyant
abilities, getting the answers to your questions:
What are spiritual abilities? How do they work for me?
When are you using them consciously or un-consciously?
What is Spirit? Why does the spirit create a body?
What is a chakra, how does it work?
What is an Aura? How does Spirit integrate into a body?
What is Karma: cause and effect. How does Karma work?
How do we learn /grow as Spirit in a body?
You will learn Spiritual Healing
You will learn to give a Spiritual Healing to yourself and
others. We are all born with a natural spiritual ability to heal
or change energy. We have the capacity move spiritual
energy through our bodies, hands and into the aura of
ourselves or another person. This process of healing can change energetic vibrations, move energy that is stuck, and
allow a person to improve their spiritual, physical and emotional well-being.
You will learn to:
•
Heal yourself and others using you own Healing Guide
•
Communicate about the healings you give
•
Have your space while giving a healing
•
Separate from who you heal so you don’t take on their energy
•
Get a healing while giving a healing
•
Replenish energy in the body and spirit
•
Have your own life force energy for yourself
•
Have Fun, be well and Play with your healing energy!
Dates: August 20 - December 31 2021 Fridays 4:30 to 7:00 pm for 4 months.
All Classes are offered online in our Adobe Classroom.
Prerequisite: No prior training is needed.
Includes: 2 clairvoyant aura readings and attendance at monthly healing circles.
Plus Monthly Mentor session with one of Spirit is Calling staff - ½ hour.
Contact us to Find out More information and Register!
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